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PRESS RELEASE

RAFI: Talks with the potential new shareholder are progressing

Berg / Ravensburg, 15 November 2019 - As part of the search for a new shareholder, the owners of the RAFI
Group, a supplier of electromechanical components, electronic assemblies and systems for human-machine
communication, are currently holding very concrete talks with the investor Oaktree. Oaktree is an asset
management company, which is majority-owned by the Canadian company Brookfield.

Talks on the implementation of a succession plan in the interests of the RAFI Group and its long-standing main
shareholders Albert Wasmeier and Gerhard Schenk have already been underway for several months. During this
time, Oaktree and the RAFI Group were able to find convincing solutions in terms of preserving the company's
identity, safeguarding jobs, continuity in corporate management and continuing the Group's growth and
internationalization strategy. Oaktree has proven to be an excellent future partner for RAFI due to the combination
of many years of experience as an investor in German Mittelstand, a strong capital base and a global network.

Albert Wasmeier comments: "With Oaktree we have found an investor who has recognized the strengths of our
company. Our long-term, successful customer relationships are to be further expanded in the future. We are very
confident that Oaktree will continue the expansion course initiated by my co-shareholder Gerhard Schenk and
myself dynamically and successfully”.

Oaktree sees RAFI as a company with a unique technological position and with products that are demanded
worldwide. Hermann Dambach, Managing Director Germany of the funds advised by Oaktree, comments: "RAFI's
know-how is carried by its employees in Germany and abroad. We will provide the company with the necessary
resources to successfully continue the more than 100-year history of RAFI internationally as a technology and
quality leader".

In recent years, RAFI has recorded strong growth, particularly in the development and manufacture of complex
customer-specific operating systems, and aims to further expand its position as an innovation leader in this sector
worldwide.

The current shareholders of RAFI are convinced that the employees can look to the future with confidence:
"At RAFI we have created a stable and strong basis from which the further development of the business can be
successfully advanced. We think that we are putting the company in the right hands to achieve this. At the
beginning of 2019, the appointment of Dr. Lothar Seybold to the Management Board already marked the
announced and long-planned change at management level. In July, Lothar Arnold was also appointed to the
Management Board. Both shall remain at the company's Management Board for the new shareholder. In a second
step, the change in ownership is to take place at the beginning of the new year 2020. We regard the sale as a
handover of the baton and the start of the next round of successful further development of RAFI. For us it is clear
that the continuity of the company management, the strong identification of the employees with RAFI, the high-
quality standards as well as the outstanding technologies will continue to be the essential foundations of the
company's success in the future", said the shareholders Albert Wasmeier and Gerhard Schenk.

Oaktree supports its portfolio companies in implementing their growth strategy both by financing necessary
investments and through a very well positioned international network.
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A purchase agreement has not yet been signed, but negotiations between RAFI and Oaktree are well advanced
and there is agreement on the transaction. The project is currently in the legally prescribed merger control
procedure. Only when this has been completed can the sale be completed. From today's perspective, the RAFI
management expects this shortly before the turn of the year. The sale covers the entire RAFI Group. An exception
are the companies RAFI Dekotec in Steißlingen and RAFI Syscom in Mexico, which are to remain with the former
shareholders Albert Wasmeier and Gerhard Schenk.

The parties have agreed not to disclose the financial details of the transaction.

Contact
Georg Griessmann
cometis AG
E-mail: griessmann@cometis.de
Phone: +49 (0) 611 / 20 58 55 61
Fax: +49 (0) 611 / 20 58 55 66

About RAFI Group

Founded in 1900 as "Electrotechnical Institute", the company develops and produces electromechanical
components and systems for human-machine communication. These include buttons, switches, touch screens
and operating systems as well as electronic assemblies. RAFI products are used in automation and medical
technology, in mechanical and plant engineering, in road and rail vehicles, in household appliances and in
telecommunications. The RAFI Group operates worldwide with 2,500 employees at locations in Germany, Europe,
China, the USA and Mexico. The headquarters of the RAFI Group is located in Berg near Ravensburg.

About Oaktree

Oaktree is an asset management company majority-owned by the Canadian listed company Brookfield. The
investor manages investment assets of around USD 120 billion, which are invested internationally. Oaktree has
been active in Germany since 2004 and has invested in sectors such as residential construction, commercial real
estate, packaging, food production, healthcare and logistics.


